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babies temple amethyst calculator hippo steak

Earthy brown red, low to ground, makes a very low tone (like furthest to the left on a keyboard or 
piano) continuous growling sound. Brown mud or ground around it. Sinks down is heavy is weighed 
down. The element is brown in color. Heavy heavy weight. Heavy heavy it weighs down into the 
ground. 

I hear that continuous vocalization yelling, it is more mysterious and not frightening, I am curious 
about it. Heavy weight weighs down into the mud. 

The humming is very special, now it almost sounds like a temple chant. 

Probe the heavy brown element that sinks into the ground: It feels like a rock! It feels like stone 
when I put my hand on it! As a stone it is smooth on the surface not rough. 

Bbbbbrrrrrrr! It hums that low-tone growl! "Gah", it said. Bbbrrrrrrr growl..... It feels like cold stone 
to the touch. It sinks down, it is heavy. I am patting it on all sides to gather some clues. There is no 
water here. It feels like brown clay kind of mud. It growls! It growls! 

There is yellow near it on the top. Probe the yellow: Ouch! It stung me! It felt like bees stung me, 
that kind of a sharp pain, like an electric shock, like sharp and jagged that stung me! Ouch! I put my 
hand in there again and it stung me again. There is no water here, no blue, no wet. No grasses no 
green no plantlife that I see here. Heavy sunk down stone. 

On top of the brown round heavy, there is a pattern of black splotches! Very pretty pattern, like a 
camouflage pattern but only the black against the brown, not in many shades. 

It is a big roundish stone boulder and it hums. It feels smooth on the surface like stone. Brrrrr.... it 
hums. There is a tiny bit of red on its left side. I probe the inside but only hear the hum. 

6:51 PM I could probe further but end it here. Ok I will have to disqualify this session, the target 
image is a poster with green color about cats, it has several black cats drawn on it. The centermost 
cat looks like my boulder. Do cats growl? It is just a cartoon illustration, I cannot call this a target 
image. 

Oops, I accidentally saw the first row of images for a second, so I have to do a print screen so we 



have that on record in case of displacement studies. One of the images of the four that I shouldn't 
have seen is a round little cute baby hippo. 

However. I notice that the black splotches I drew on the brown boulder look a lot like the cats on 
the poster. I don't know how to grade this one. I did not see the target image source page, I only 
copied the link here. 

I don't know how to grade this. Was there displacement from the baby hippo? The black splotches 
really remind me of the cats, if you squint with your eyes you will see it. 

Image source link https://www.pinterest.at/maggienolia/interesting/?lp=true
Image link https://i.pinimg.com/236x/5b/88/94/5b889454f4ed3065bc2ffe52afb520b8--strange-
facts-weird-facts.jpg

7:00 PM End session and notes. 


